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By Arthur B. Reeve

HarperCollins Publishers, United Kingdom, 2017. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book. Marking 100 years since publication, The Adventuress was the first full-length
novel to feature `scientific detective Craig Kennedy, who was dubbed `the American Sherlock
Holmes and the first fictional detective to use forensic science. Who killed Marshall Maddox of
Maddox Munitions, Inc., the inventors of the top secret telautomaton? Was his death retribution for
a double life, or was it due to the covetousness of some schemer? Even Craig Kennedy is challenged
by the diabolical scientific inventiveness and ruthlessness at the centre of the crime - and by
Paquita, the mysterious adventuress . . . Arthur B. Reeve (1880-1936) was a New York author and
criminologist whose creation, the scientific detective Craig Kennedy, became famous as `the
American Sherlock Holmes . Reeve s cutting-edge stories, newspaper serials and movies about Craig
Kennedy made him the most popular detective writer of the era, and The Adventuress was his first
full-length novel for Harper Brothers, published in 1917 as part of the company s centenary year
celebrations. This Detective Club classic is introduced by publisher David Brawn, who examines the
rise and fall of Arthur B. Reeve, whose...
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The most e ective publication i ever go through. It really is writter in simple phrases and not hard to understand. I am just easily will get a satisfaction of
looking at a written publication.
-- Ila  Pfeffer  IV-- Ila  Pfeffer  IV

It in a single of the most popular publication. Sure, it really is engage in, still an interesting and amazing literature. Your life period will be change the
instant you full reading this book.
-- Abel O 'K on Sr .-- Abel O 'K on Sr .
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